Samples of copper, aluminium and stainless steel with well-characterized elemental compositions were irradiated in the stray radiation field created by a 2.5 GeV electron beam hitting a copper dump. After the irradiation the induced activity in the samples was analysed with gamma-ray spectrometry. The beam intensity monitoring with a current transformer was verified in an additional study by irradiating gold-foils stacked in between copper blocks and by analysing the production of 196 Au for which detailed experimental cross section data exist. All results were finally compared to the predictions obtained with the FLUKA Monte-Carlo code. Excellent agreement between measurement and simulation within a few percent was obtained for the gold-foils irradiation confirming the accuracy of the beam monitoring. The benchmark of the FLUKA results with the data of the material samples showed good agreement, for many nuclides within 30%.
Introduction
Accurate predictions of induced radioactivity is essential for the design, operation and decommissioning of high energy electron facilities. While Monte Carlo predictions of activation around high-energy hadron accelerators have been extensively benchmarked in the past, much less experimental information is available from high-energy electron accelerators. The present study addresses this lack of data with an experiment performed at the Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL) in South Korea.
Its setup and methods resemble those of a previous experiment [1] . Materials typically used at accelerators were exposed to the stray radiation field created by a 2.5 GeV electron beam hitting a copper dump. After the irradiation the induced activity in the samples was analysed with gamma-ray spectrometry. The beam intensity monitoring was verified by irradiating gold-foils stacked in between copper blocks and by analysing the production of 196 Au for which detailed experimental cross section data exist.
The irradiation experiment was also simulated with the Monte Carlo particle transport code FLUKA [2, 3] and results were compared with the measured data.
Irradiation experiment
The cylindrical copper dump, 25.4 cm in length and 5.08 cm in radius, was placed inside of a shielded area located at the downstream end of the PAL linear *Corresponding author. Email: Stefan.Roesler@cern.ch accelerator that supplies the synchrotron facility with electrons at 2.5-GeV energy. Switching magnets allowed steering the beam either towards the storage ring for filling it about twice per day or onto our copper dump during the remaining time.
Cylindrical samples of copper, aluminium and stainless steel with well-characterized elemental compositions (see Table 1 ) were placed around the target at nine well-defined positions using an aluminium holder. The setup is shown in Figure 1 . A copper and an aluminium sample were placed at each of the three sample positions on top of the dump (labelled "T1-3") in order to investigate the activation along the shower axis. The holder-"cups" to the left and right of the dump at a certain longitudinal position (labelled "L") contained samples of the same material to check uncertainties in the beam alignment: aluminium (diameter: 1.2 cm, thickness: 1.2 cm) in the most upstream cups, steel (diameter: 0.5 cm, thickness: 1.0 cm) in the centre ones and copper (diameter: 1.3 cm, thickness: 0.6 cm) in the most downstream cups. In addition to these lateral sample positions, one sample of each material (diameter: 2 cm, thickness 0.6 cm) was also placed downstream of the dump aligned with the beam axis (see Figure 1) .
The irradiation took three days and 21 hours during which 1.1×10 16 electrons were sent onto the dump with an average power of 16 W. An integrating current transformer provided the beam intensity monitoring at a frequency of 2 Hz, complemented by an independent counting of beam pulses. The beam intensity monitoring was verified in a separate activation study using gold foils (not shown here) and found to be accurate to within a few percent. The beam spot could be observed from the laboratory throughout the entire irradiation using a camera and a fluorescence screen attached to the front face of the dump.
The samples were taken out in three batches in order to measure the induced activity of short-lived nuclides with gamma-ray spectrometry in preparation of their shipping to CERN for a more detail analysis. After arrival at CERN detailed gamma-ray spectrometry measurements were performed on all samples using a low-background coaxial high precision Germanium detector. In order to explore nuclides with intermediate and long half-lives each sample was measured twice, 10-18 days and 4-5 months after the irradiation, respectively. For nuclides that were identified in both measurements, only the data point with the lower uncertainty was retained for the comparison with the FLUKA prediction, taking also into account its ratio to the Minimum Detectable Activity (MDA). Data with ratios below one were excluded from the comparison.
FLUKA calculations
The activation data of the samples were used to benchmark FLUKA2011 Version 2.4 [2, 3] . Beside the precise geometry modeling of the irradiation setup (see Figure 1 ) the most accurate models for activation studies were selected: the evaporation of fragments with masses up to A=24, coalescence effects in the emission of nucleons as well as the PEANUT nuclear model for interactions at all energies.
The beam was assumed to be centered on the dump front face and its direction aligned with the dump axis. The beam spot was defined with a Gaussian distribution in vertical direction (σ=1.1 mm) and with a rectangular distribution in horizontal direction (total width of 7 mm). Transport thresholds were set at 10 MeV for electrons and positrons and 5 MeV for photons, respectively (i.e., above the photo-production threshold for all materials). All hadrons were followed in energy until stopped or captured, including thermal neutrons. The results reported below represent averages over 4×10 8 primary electrons. The predicted nuclide inventories in the samples were processed offline for radioactive built-up and decay taking into account in detail the measured time profile and intensity of the beam. The spectra clearly indicate that activation is dominated by neutron interactions at the lateral sample positions and by photo-production processes downstream of the dump. At the latter locations the photon fluence above a few MeV in energy exceeds that of neutrons by orders of magnitude, over-compensating the generally lower hadronic cross sections of photons. Tables 2-4 show the measured specific activities in the samples downstream of the dump. The activity values refer to the time of the start of the respective gamma-ray measurement. Nuclides with half-lives below that of 46 Sc (83.8d) were measured at cooling times of 10-18 days, nuclides with longer half-lives at cooling times between 4-5 months, respectively. The tables also give for each nuclide the ratio of measured activity and MDA that provides an additional indication of the reliability of the experimental result. Finally, the last column shows the ratios of FLUKA predictions and measured activities. For the latter, the quoted errors are obtained as sum of the relative uncertainties of the measurement and of the calculated values (considering only statistical errors). Table 2 . Specific activities of nuclides measured in the downstream stainless steel sample. The last but one column shows the ratios of the measured activities (labeled 'M') and the MDA values. The last column shows the ratios of FLUKA predictions and measured activities. Uncertainties in percent are given in parentheses. Taking the uncertainties into account the FLUKA predictions agree with the experimental data within 30% for many nuclides in the copper and stainless steel samples. Furthermore, the ratios scatter around one, indicating no systematic over-or underestimation by FLUKA. The nuclides identified in the aluminium sample (Table 3 ) result mostly from reactions on trace elements and, thus, carry the uncertainty of the elemental composition. Nuclides produced on trace elements can be relevant in the characterization of radioactive waste and this study indicates the uncertainties that have to be considered in this case. The only nuclide produced directly in interactions on aluminium nuclei ( 22 Na) is well reproduced by FLUKA. Table 4 . As in Table 2 , here for the downstream Cu sample.
Results and discussion
As mentioned earlier, photo-production processes dominate the production of nuclides in the downstream samples. Thus, the results can be considered as direct verification of the implementation of these interactions in FLUKA.
It should be noted that the production of 59 Fe in stainless steel (by thermal neutron capture on 58 Fe) is underestimated by about a factor of two due to the fact that the simulations did not include the rather complex concrete enclosure around the experimental setup and, thus, underestimate the thermal neutron fluence. However, 59 Fe is the only nuclide in the presented results that is sensitive to the thermal neutron fluence justifying this geometry approximation. Tables 5-7 show the results for the samples at the lateral irradiation positions. As mentioned above, several samples of each material were placed, e.g., a copper and an aluminium sample in each of the top positions and samples of the same material on either side of the dump. Thus, for a certain nuclide up to four results are reported in the tables. The last column indicates the exact location: "T" refers to a lateral top position and "L" to a lateral side position (see also Figure 1 ). Laterally to the dump the nuclide production in the samples is dominated by interactions of secondary neutrons produced by photo-production processes inside the dump. Along the top of the dump the ratios of FLUKA predictions and experimental data tend to increase (e.g., 51 Cr in Table 6 , see Figure 1 for the sample positions), probably pointing to slight discrepancies between simulated and actual longitudinal shower development inside the dump.
It should be noted that FLUKA does not predict the production of meta-stable states. Instead, equal sharing of the cross section is assumed between meta-stable and ground states. This could partially explain, e.g., the results for 44m Sc/ 44 Sc in the stainless steel sample (see Table 7 ). Table 7 . As in Table 2 , here for a lateral stainless steel sample.
Conclusion
The present study provides a large amount of experimental activation data for high-energy electron accelerators that can be used to benchmark Monte Carlo codes. Emphasis was put on the activation of copper, stainless steel and aluminium, materials widely used for accelerator construction. The irradiation setup was simulated in detail with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code. The measured and predicted specific activities show good agreement within 30% for many nuclides.
